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To find out how Zngly™ can solve the challenges  
for your business, visit www.zngly.com

https://github.com/zngly
https://www.linkedin.com/company/zngly/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRwGYMFL1nuXGVpDhjYKrdQ
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Introduction

Remote work and the shift towards a hybrid 
sales cycle has greatly increased the number 
of ways that we can do this – and, it seems,  
the number of ways we can get this wrong.

The response of B2B marketers has been 
to ramp up complexity by commissioning 
more blogs, podcasts, webinars and thought 
leadership, and then seeking out bigger and 
better solutions to personalise it. 

The assumption is that sales has nothing to 
worry about as long as that content keeps 
on coming as part of a customer experience 
built on the latest “platform”. No one is 
saying that this doesn’t work. But it is a game 
of diminishing returns.

Zngly is a tool that cuts through the 
complexity. It is a completely new way of 
leveraging content – yet simple and intuitive. 

It enables sales teams to create playlists of 
content and share that with customers or 
prospects as a link. Not as a bloated zip file,  
or a long row of individual attachments.

Our list-and-link approach is a shortcut that 
extricates our customers from the long and 
winding “digital journeys” that we create for  
them at great expense.

This is true in more ways than one. The 
content on a Zngly playlist can come from 
Vimeo or LinkedIn as readily as from your 
own CMS.The sales team as much as the 
customer moves freely outside the confines 
of the site.

There is a lot more to say about how Zngly 
works, and in what ways it represents a new 
wave of disruption in B2B e-commerce.

We shall begin by outlining the market 
context that made Zngly necessary, followed 
by five ways in which it is transformative. 
Early adopters of our technology are seeing 
tremendous results, which we share with you 
in Chapter 4.

Who should read this guide? Marketers who 
want a smarter and more cost-effective way 
to manage content; sales professionals who 
want to personalise that content for impact 
and immediacy; and business managers 
who want the most granular analytics to 
measure performance.

Because this is what Zngly offers.
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Before we can sell a product or a service, we have to tell our customers 
about them. Good content sells more than indifferent content, but as every 
marketing or sales team knows, your content is only as good as your ability 
to get it to the right people at the right time. 

Mike Wilson
CEO & Founder - Zngly
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The latest research from McKinsey1 reflects 
the success of these initiatives, with 
almost all B2B leaders (94%) agreeing that 
omnichannel works at least as well as the 
traditional face-to-face sales model. In April 
2020, at the start of the crisis, confidence 
in the effectiveness of omnichannel was 
markedly lower (65%). 

Covid hastened the acceptance of 
omnichannel but its orthodoxy was 
inevitable. For the generation of digital 
natives now taking up leadership positions 
within B2B, it is second nature. And for all 
of us, the way we shop, socialise, pay  
our bills and do our jobs increasingly  
mirrors omnichannel. 

Omnichannel poses considerable 
technological challenges for B2B, not least 
because there are so many channels. B2B 
customers go to 10 distinct channels as 
part of what McKinsey calls “their decision 
journey”. In 2016, they used just five to 
interact with suppliers.

No wonder marketing has to “orchestrate” 
customer experiences; with every 
technological advance, there are more 
players and more instruments to play!

94%
agreed that 
omnichannel works 
as well as traditional 
face-to-face sales.

10 used by customers 
as part of their 
‘decision journey’.channels

McKinsey 2021
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Why is Zngly™ Necessary?
During the pandemic, a lot of businesses had little choice but to open up 
new sales channels.

Creating these omnichannel customer 
journeys is not easy. Not only do you have 
to get your content out to all your channels, 
you have to be “agile” in the way you do that. 
Every step of the way, you need a single 
version of the truth. 

At every touchpoint, across all devices and in 
every sales channel, customers – and sales 
reps – have to get the same accurate and 
real-time information about your product. 

1 - https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/marketing-and-sales/our-insights/b2b-sales-omnichannel-
everywhere-every-time
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Adding a YouTube or Vimeo clip to 
WordPress requires someone to build a 
page and plug in that YouTube or Vimeo file. 

This hampers agility and creates a fractured 
content experience across your site. And 
it makes marketing think twice before they 
commission a demo video, a webinar, or  
a podcast. 

There is pressure on B2B to do better – 
and to switch from WordPress to one of 
the Digital Experience Platforms (DXPs) 
on the market. Although much more costly 
than WordPress-type sites, DXPs are 
better suited to an omnichannel strategy, 
especially for businesses with a large 
product catalog. 

© 2022 Zngly™ - All rights reserved.

DXPs are essentially next-generation Content 
Management Systems, with functionalities 
such as personalisation, e-commerce, 
or Product Information Management 
offered natively or integrated as part of a 
composable, best-of-breed strategy.

From a marketing perspective, the 
customer experience a DXP can help 
you build is a considerable step up from 
WordPress in terms of visual appeal, 
content management, and e-commerce 
functionality. But sales are left out in the 
cold. For sales teams, it is business as 
usual as they wait passively for marketing to 
segment content, and for customers to find, 
collate, download, “folderise” and update it.

Typical WordPress-type CMS websites have a hard time doing this, 
especially when it comes to the delivery of what is now the most popular 
type of content: video.  
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This brings us back to Zngly.

The ability to compose a list of assets –  
a demo, PDFs, a bunch of LinkedIn posts,  
a webinar – and send that to the customer 
without the usual attachments or a zip file, 
but as a link, hands the initiative back  
to sales.

Sales teams can breathe new life into “old” 
and forgotten (or unsearchable) content; 
they can find personalised connections 
between pieces of content to surprise and 
engage the customer. In this way, Zngly 
helps sales teams leverage the kind of skills 
and customer expertise that marketers (or 
algorithms) do not have.

The Zngly playlist is the core functionality of 
our no-code media platform for the creation, 
management and measurement of content 
marketing and customer engagement. 

Zngly was initially created to solve the 
problem of businesses with great content 
and a depth of thought leadership, but with 
websites that were fractured and unintuitive 

in the way this content was presented.  
That was the first challenge.

Zngly developers also wanted to present 
material from YouTube, Vimeo or other 
third-party servers without forcing visitors 
to detour via YouTube et al., but present 
the videos as part of the site (without 
advertising). This would boost agility and 
make it much easier for sales to get video 
content in front of potential customers.

Zngly soon surpassed the brief of its 
conception to crystallise into a new, disruptive 
way to structure and re-energise B2B 
omnichannel sales and marketing campaigns.

The best customer experience is the one 
customers really need; below, we list five  
of the ways in which Zngly helps you  
achieve this.

© 2022 Zngly™ - All rights reserved.
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Zngly™ helps you manage the assets on your website 

Our platform helps the marketing team save time and money with the management 
of assets on their websites, because they no longer need a designer or developer 
to create content pages. More than that, none of the media content has to be 
uploaded; it is played where it lies. There is no need to embed content that you 
hold on Vimeo, YouTube, and SoundCloud – or, even worse, to link to it – because 
it plays on the Zngly platform without copyright or compliance issues. This is an 
elegant solution that allows you to create campaigns without duplicating content; it 
is that single version of the truth.
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Zngly™ makes your content easier to find and share 

PDFs, video and other media are much easier to search, find, bring together and 
share. Zngly allows you to collect all the content currently shattered across your 
website in a playlist you can forward to colleagues or customers from within the 
platform. Every list is a link, not an email with a horde of attachments. As we said 
earlier, this content does not have to “live” on your website: a webinar hosted on 
YouTube or a product demo on Vimeo can be placed next to a white paper from 
your own CMS – you drag and drop them on a single list with one link in Zngly, 
all “packaged” in your company branding. This is content personalisation for a 
segment of one: the customer to whom you send the Zngly link.

LinkedIn content is a pivotal marketing tool but old posts are frustrating to search; 
you do not want to scroll that far – and nor do your customers. But Zngly will collate 
all your valuable LinkedIn posts in a single list which can be shared easily with 
colleagues or customers. 

© 2022 Zngly™ - All rights reserved.
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Five Ways in which Zngly™ 

is Transformative

1.

2.
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Zngly™ gives sales teams easy-to-use tools 

Zngly playlists are a powerful and simple way to personalise sales. You can of 
course ransack your Digital Experience Platform for the same content (although not 
the videos that exist just on YouTube or Vimeo) and email these to your prospect. 
But this is intrusive because you are asking him or her – often uninvited – to 
download multiple attachments. More content clutter.

A Zngly list can be accompanied by a personalised video message, which has 
far more relevance and immediacy. Our playlists are significantly more versatile 
than content culled from your existing site as it can include video you do not host 
yourself, but also LinkedIn posts and curated extracts from webinars, another 
popular but at times unwieldy resource.

Because the Zngly list is a link, the content updates automatically (the customer can 
be notified that updated content is available). As we saw earlier, B2B buyers loop 
in and out of your site and the elaborate customer experience it constructs; that 
experience becomes repetitive if a PDF with product specs has to be re-uploaded 
when the specs have changed.

The content is updated in the same way for everyone with whom you shared the 
playlist - that is to say, the link. No need to alert stakeholders of change; no more 
confusion about who has the latest product information.

This saves time, and creates a much cleaner experience.

TH
RE

E.

Zngly™ allows for more powerful and granular 
analytics  

The analytics offered in most omnichannel marketing is a blunt tool. If you direct 
customers to a page, you will get analytics for that page but not for the video or 
white paper primed for conversion. 

The analytics in Zngly tell you whether that video was watched, how much of it was 
watched, and how often it was shared. 

Everything is logged, tracked and reported with Zngly’s out-of-the-box SEO 
optimisation. The real-time analytics are integrated with Salesforce, Pardot, 
LeadFeeder and HubSpot.

If you include a YouTube webinar on your list, Zngly gives you your “own” real-time 
analytics. Instead of looking at the much less granular analyses across Google, 
YouTube, LinkedIn and so on, the Zngly platform presents them holistically, 
enabling you to finetune content to increase its impact.

© 2022 Zngly™ - All rights reserved.
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Zngly™ is plug and play 

Finally, Zngly is simple. It is a no-code Platform-as-a-Service, which you plug in as 
a subdomain and it works straight out of the box. Content is automatically optimised 
for SEO. Nothing is uploaded, everything is played where it lies. 

Most of our clients implement Zngly as an instance on their website, but it is also 
possible – and feasible – to present Zngly as your website. 
Simplicity, agility and functionality.

To Summarise:

Zngly helps you manage the assets on your 
website 
 
Zngly makes your content easier to find  
and share 
 
Zngly gives sales teams easy-to-use tools  

Zngly allows for more powerful and granular 
analytics

Zngly is plug and play

© 2022 Zngly™ - All rights reserved.
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Playlists are a great tool for sales teams to 
engage directly and more relevantly with the 
customers; they can also be used on the 
website to direct visitors to content that is 
useful to them – but which might be difficult 
or frustrating to find without Zngly.

Zngly is being deployed by a Tier 1 bank, as 
well as several fintechs and a digital agency. 

This is their “before and after picture”:

Do you want your content to work harder? 
Why not get in touch with us for a quick demo?

  3x increase in  
dwell time.

  7x increase in content 
consumption.

  5x decrease in  
bounce rate.

© 2022 Zngly™ - All rights reserved.
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The Zngly™ Impact
Zngly™ was created to help B2B businesses get the most out of  
their content. 
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The trouble is, the go-to strategy to do that 
is to pump up the volume, and sink more 
money into automating content creation and 
delivery to an increasingly jaded market. 

Zngly doesn’t do that. It takes a step back.  
It simplifies.

Because the Zngly playlist is so easy to 
compose, send, and share, sales teams can 
be spontaneous, energetic and agile.

This works for the customer too. What 
B2B increasingly demands is functionality 
and speed. In certain verticals, notably in 
financial services, it has become all but 
impossible to attract the attention of decision 
makers with traditional content marketing. 

Zngly is the pragmatic way forward to  
re-activate your content, and energise  
your sales. 

It is the next enabler in B2B e-commerce. 
Every demo that we give confirms that in 
a different way, because each company 
has different needs, and finds new ways to 
leverage Zngly.

If you want to join us on that journey of 
discovery – and transform the way you 
market and sell your products  
– get in touch with us now. 
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Conclusion
B2B is always being told it has to “cut through the noise” to reach 
customers in an effective and meaningful way.  
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Zngly™ is a no-code media platform built specifically for 
the creation, management and measurement of B2B content 
marketing and client engagement.

Zngly addresses the pain points faced by sales and marketing teams on a daily 
basis, allowing them to overcome these challenges and win new business. 
Empowering firms with a wealth of existing content - Zngly allows users to 
collate these assets in one place and share them in curated lists. With in-built 
personalisation tools, sales people can cut through the noise and communicate 
directly with their intended leads. Zngly’s out-of-the-box analytics tools enable 
teams to track and report on how their content is performing, in real-time.  
 
To find out how Zngly can solve the challenges for your business, visit:

www.zngly.com
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